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A flavor-packed collection of 65 recipes from the trio behind the premier pops stand in the
country, People’s Pops.In 2008, three old friends had a hunch that the world deserved a better
ice pop. Every summer since, New York City’s been taken by storm with out-of-the-box flavors
like Raspberries & Basil, Peach & Bourbon, and Cantaloupe & Tarragon from People’s Pops.
Now, the People behind the phenomenon share their DIY ethos in a breezy cookbook that
teaches how to pair ingredients, balance sweetness, and explore fruits (and vegetables and
herbs!)--in simple recipes that work with standard ice pop molds or improvised ones. With a
chapter devoted to shave ice plus recipes for grownup boozy pops sprinkled throughout,
People’s Pops proves itself top of the pops.

Unrelenting suspense." -Booklist"A smashing, sexy and unforgettable read." -Publishers
Weekly"ELECTRIFYING . . . a searing, ultimately satisfying entertainment with energy, passion
and moral resonance." -Kirkus Reviews (*Starred review)"Matches the best work of the late
Robert Ludlum and then surpasses it." -Suspense Magazine"In a word, terrific ... The pace is
blistering, the atmosphere menacing and decadent, and author Andrew Kaplan is in marvelously
smashing form." -New York Daily News"Kept me up well into the Late Show hours . . . paced like
a ride on the Magic Mountain rollercoaster. Hollywood, please copy." -Los Angeles Times"One
of the smartest, swiftest and most compelling spy novels I've read in years." -Harlan
Coben"Excellent ... pulsates with intrigue and dramatic suspense. A powerful read." -Clive
Cussler"[Kaplan's] characters and locales are brilliantly etched . . . the plot is riveting." -London
Times"Brimming with action." -Washington Post Book World"Successfully blends sex,
suspense, sustained action, an exotic location, and historic plausibility . . . a superior thriller that
is a memorable and entertaining reading experience." -Library Journal
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brilliant connections, sage counsel, and good humor, we thank Matt Sartwell, Nach Waxman,
Rien Fertel, Amanda Hesser, Mitchell Kaplan, John T. Edge, Pableaux Johnson, Brett Martin,
Celia Sack, Sara Roahen, Angie Mosier, Ari Weinzweig, and Alex Jordi. The groovy skills of
John Goodwin, Robin Hiner, Rue Snider, and Charlie Stopek enabled this business to make
technological, aesthetic, and volumetric quantum leaps. Daryl Hanna, Cris and Nadia Gil,
Robert LaValva, Colin Alevras, and especially Lucy Watson and Ben Pratt were there to witness
—and support—our “social experiment” from the very beginning. Shortly thereafter, Morgan
Miller and Katie Myers rained down munificent gifts of time and tube sock: the first winds
beneath our wings.At Ten Speed, Aaron Wehner and Jenny Wapner believed in this book from
the get-go; Sara Golski, Jennifer May, Alana Chernila, and Betsy Stromberg made it really
beautiful. Eric Johnson generously built us an index. Maya Menendez and Judy Peacock
Goodwin, invaluable guides, lovingly keep us on the right side of the law. Alisha Miranda, you
don’t get your own chapter, but thanks anyway. The Jordi, Carrell, and Horowitz families earn
credit for the spectacular support they have provided over the past four (well, thirty) years, as
well as the excellent genetics.We also thank Brett Anderson, Danielle Horowitz, and Katie
Traynor, who saw the good, the bad, and the ugly and ate many pops without complaint. Finally,
we high-five our superb team and terrific customers. You’re the reason this is so much
fun.introduction:the story of people’s popsIN JUNE 2008 our friend Robert LaValva called with
an intriguing proposal. He was trying to start a public market for local food producers in New
York City. To publicize the cause he was organizing a series of one-day markets, sort of like food
flash mobs, and inviting his friends to participate. We were psyched. The only question: what to
make?The only answer: ice pops. Who doesn’t love those refreshing little nuggets of fruit and
sugar and ice, crystallized summertime? Even industrially produced pops are evocative bites of



a common American childhood.We figured that making pops from local, sustainably grown fruits
and herbs and organic sugar had to taste good. Not that we’d ever tried. Over drinks at a bar a
friend suggested a name for the experiment: The People’s Popsicle. It sounded good, redolent of
a delicious and innocent revolution. Little did we know what would happen next.Day one: We
bought rhubarb, strawberries, cream, blueberries, yogurt, and honey at the Union Square
farmers' market.Day two: We made the pops.Day three: We sold out in three hours.Wheels
started spinning in all of our brains. A few weeks later we fortuitously saw a flyer advertising the
new Brooklyn Flea, a collection of outdoor markets that would soon become legendary as a
small business incubator. We began showing up whenever we could swing it, and soon we
gathered a loyal following.Over the following four years we staged pop-up shops in Battery Park,
Madison Square Park, and the High Line, opened shops in Chelsea Market and the East Village,
and launched a catering business. We appeared on The Martha Stewart Show, drove three
thousand pops to Chicago for Victoria’s Secret, and started selling to Whole Foods. We glued
six thousand pop sticks to our shop counter, flooded our kitchen, and received a cease and
desist letter from Unilever for improper use of the word Popsicle, a trademark that they own. We
crashed our van, learned about the properties of biaxially oriented polypropylene, made and
sold thousands of pops, and generally had a grand ol’ time.We think our artisanal ice pops have
proved popular because they reinvent a well-loved but humble American snack by syncing it with
modern values: craftsmanship, the use of sustainably grown ingredients, and a short distance
between the fruit on the tree and the consumer.Also, they’re totally delicious!fundamentals:fruit +
sugar + freezeALTHOUGH MAKING POPS is inherently simple, we’d like to share a few lessons
we’ve learned over the years that have greatly improved our production process and made our
lives easier. Above all, however, the most important thing to keep in mind is that every piece of
fruit in the world is different, and the recipes we’ve offered are more like guidelines than they are
hard-and-fast instructions. Stay relaxed, be creative, and taste every mixture before you pour it
into the molds. If the mixture tastes good, the pops will taste good, too.If you have a question
about our recipes, our business, our philosophy, or anything else, feel free to email us
(people@peoplespops.com) or stop by one of our shops in Manhattan or Brooklyn. Every one of
us in the People’s Pops crew spends time in the kitchen making pops, so we should be able to
help you with at-home tips, and you might just catch Dave, Nath, or Joel at one of our shops.
We’d love it!notes on fruitWhen we first started making pops, our mission was clear: highlight the
best fruit we could lay our hands on and support our local economy. We used fruit from the
farmers’ market to make our first pops and we haven’t looked back since. Knowing your farmer
means helping your community grow—economically, nutritionally, and deliciously.That said,
although the recipes in this book are organized by season, they’ll work at any time of year, with
fruit from anywhere. You can even use frozen fruit, as we sometimes have (we buy it from the
same local farmers who sell us fresh fruit in season). Keep in mind, though, that with recipes this
naked and unadorned, the output will mirror the input. In other words, bland, bloated, flavorless
fruit will not materialize into killer pops.Your best guarantee for flavor-bomb pops? Flavor-bomb



fruit, of course.We find some of the best deals on fruit at farmers’ markets. Ask for “seconds,”
slightly blemished or overripe fruits that may not be beauty pageant material but whose natural
sugars and flavors are at their peak. As people who mash fruit for a living, we don’t care what the
fruit looks like—we’re just after flavor. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, and nothing looks
more gorgeous to us than a flat of so-juicy-they’re-bursting nectarines.In the following recipes,
we’ve provided measurements for each fruit in weight and volume. Note, however, that the
weight of fruit differs according to how you treat it: washing berries adds weight, while roasting
peaches, sieving out seeds from berries, and sloppy spatula work all subtract it. But the most
common hazard, in our gluttonous experience, is eating the goods. Since we’re incurable
tasters, in these recipes we’ve accounted for the “angel’s share,” the bit that disappears when no
one is paying attention. That said, making pops isn’t like baking: the measurements we’ve
provided are guidelines rather than written in stone. Your taste buds are the ultimate arbiters of
balance and flavor.flavor combinationsPeople often ask how we come up with ideas for flavors.
It’s simple: when ice pops dominate your world, as they do ours, you start seeing new
applications everywhere—in cocktails, in desserts, and in jams. Our peach-bourbon pop is a riff
on a julep; the strawberry–balsamic vinegar pop is an adaptation of an Italian dessert.We also
know that what grows together goes together, and strolling through the market sizing up
ingredients is another way we’ve come up with many of our best flavor combinations—the
apricot and lavender in July, and the nectarine, chamomile, and honey in August.We sometimes
find ourselves categorizing fruits, herbs, and spices as either “warm” or “cool.” “Warm” fruits, we
believe, often pair well with other “warm” ingredients, and the same is true for “cool” fruits and
ingredients. For example, when we discovered that we liked the combination of apricot and
caramel, we figured that rhubarb and caramel would probably also taste wonderful (it did).
Below are examples of some “warm” and “cool” fruits and other ingredients, in case you want to
try mixing and matching them on your own. You like the idea of our watermelon and lemongrass
pop but only have ginger in the house? Make it with ginger, then—it’ll be just as tasty.Of course,
this categorization isn’t definitive. Many fruits work with both warm and cool ingredients (berries
are famously ambidextrous), and some fruits that favor one side can be beautifully paired with
ingredients on the other (apple and mint is a classic example).warm
fruitrhubarbpumpkinpearapplepeachapricotwarm
ingredientcaramelcardamomchamomilecinnamoncreamhoneystar
anisevanillabourboncognaccool fruitcucumbergrapewatermeloncantaloupetomatocool
ingredientbasilgingerhyssopmintshisotarragonvodkaginsimple syrupWe use simple syrup to
sweeten our pops, because the natural sweetness of fruit tends to fade when you freeze it.
Simple syrup is nothing more than sugar dissolved in an equal quantity of water by heating
it.We’ve experimented with many different sweeteners, eventually settling on organic cane
sugar. These are large grains of amber-colored sugar, the result of dehydrating cane syrup
(often labeled as “dehydrated cane syrup” in stores), easily found at retailers such as Whole
Foods. But you can also substitute other sweeteners, such as granulated white sugar, agave



nectar, or honey, any of which works fine. Just remember that they all manifest slightly different
flavors and degrees of sweetness, so you’ll have to adjust the mixture to taste.The basic simple
syrup recipe is  cup (5 fl oz) water +  cup (5 oz) sugar = 1 cup (8 fl oz) simple syrup. This
recipe can easily be scaled up or down—just remember that for every volume of simple syrup
you want to make, you’ll need 62.5 percent of that amount of both water and sugar. So, for
example, if you want to end up with 1¼ cups simple syrup, combine ¾ cup water (1¼ cups
x .625) with ¾ cup sugar (1¼ cups x .625). If you end up with extra simple syrup, there are tons
of uses for it, including sweetening your coffee, tea, or cocktails.Many of the herbs and spices
we use in our pops are introduced by heating them in simple syrup so that their flavors infuse the
syrup. The herbs or spices can then be strained out or left in, depending on your preference.
We’ve found that in the amount of time it takes to properly infuse an herb or a spice into simple
syrup, about 15 percent of the syrup evaporates, which our recipes take into account.
Remember that the longer you cook your simple syrup the more it will reduce, which means that
if you overboil your simple syrup, you may end up short. So keep an eye on the stove.Add simple
syrup to your pop mixture a bit at a time and taste as you go, because it’s hard to rewind once
you’ve gone overboard. Lemon juice or other acidic ingredients will somewhat offset excessive
sweetness, but it’s better to be careful the first time around. That said, as a rule of thumb you’ll
want your mixtures to taste slightly too sweet, because their sweetness will be dulled when the
mixture is frozen. On the flip side, too much sugar (or alcohol) in your pops will keep them from
freezing. As with everything in life, moderation is the key.Although the temperature of your simple
syrup won’t affect the end result of the pops per se, keep in mind that simple syrup that’s warmer
will taste sweeter, and syrup that’s colder will taste less sweet. That means if you add warm
syrup to your fruit mixture, you’ll need to add a little more than you might think, because you’ll be
tricked into thinking you’ve added enough when you haven’t yet.Making an infused simple syrup
is a great way to use up wilting herbs. Instead of throwing out the shriveled-up mint or basil in
your fridge, preserve their flavor by infusing them into syrup, either separately or together. You’ll
be halfway to a batch of ice pops already!Although you can combine several flavors of leftover
syrup to delicious effect (using black tea and cardamom syrup, for example), always label all of
the ingredients in your syrup. With the number of serious food allergies around these days, you
can’t play it too safe.Plain and infused simple syrups last for weeks, or even months. Just be
sure to refrigerate them, particularly if they have been infused with perishables like herbs or tea.
(See the photo of simple syrup infused with star anise and vanilla below.)simple syrup cup (5
oz) organic cane sugar cup (5 fl oz) waterCombine the sugar and water in a small saucepan
and bring to a simmer over medium-high heat, stirring until the sugar dissolves and the mixture
is transparent. Turn off the heat and let cool. Add any spices before the mixture starts to simmer;
add any herbs only after you’ve turned off the heat. Store plain and infused syrups in sealed
containers in the fridge.MAKES 1 CUP (8 FL OZ)booze in popsWe’re not allowed to sell boozy
pops at our stands, but we’ve made plenty for our own delectable consumption at home. Given
that alcohol inhibits freezing, avoid composing a pop with more than 20 percent booze, or it



won’t freeze well and may break in half upon unmolding. But we love the softer texture that
booze imparts to pops, so feel free to amend any of the nonalcoholic pops in this book to include
some type of spirit (see the “warm” and “cool” ingredients for some ideas).We have had limited
success incorporating carbonated beverages into our pops. Having experimented with artisanal
sodas, Champagne, and other fizzy drinks, we find that the carbonation lends the pop a mild but
bizarre sour taste. It’s too bad, because don’t strawberry and Champagne pops sound
absolutely delicious?live and learnThe following are some of the tips and techniques we’ve
learned in our years of making pops. Mostly the hard way.• When making small batches of pops,
such as the ones in this book, we like to use a 1-quart Pyrex measuring cup with a pouring
spout. The measurement lines make it easy to add ingredients in the correct amount, and the
spout makes pouring pops into the mold easy and efficient. There’s less cleanup afterward, too,
and less mixture lost in various bowls due to sloppy spatula work.• When puréeing small
quantities of hard-to-purée ingredients such as fennel, celery, or corn, we find it helpful to add a
bit of simple syrup or water. Just remember to account for the fact later, and adjust the amount of
simple syrup accordingly.• Whether to strain out an ingredient’s seeds, skin, or fibers depends
entirely on your personal preference. We find that straining gives some ingredients (especially
vegetables) a softer, more crowd-pleasing texture and ramps up a pop’s level of sophistication.
Although we do strain out the tough skins of fruits such as grapes and blueberries, we almost
always leave in the thin, flavorful, nuance-giving skins of stone fruits such as peaches, plums,
and apricots. Whether or not we get rid of berry seeds depends on how much time we have and
how we’re feeling. Leaving them in yields a rustic texture, straining them out a more refined one.
Both taste fantastic. When straining seeds we find that it’s faster and easier to mix the syrup into
the puréed berries first and then strain the seeds; the added liquid helps the juices pass through
the sieve more easily.• There is a major difference in flavor between freshly squeezed lemon
juice and bottled lemon juice, the former tasting infinitely better in the finished product, the latter
tasting canned. If you like shortcuts, fine, so do we. Just don’t use this one.• One final and very
important note. Fruit is not standardized; it invariably fluctuates in ripeness, sweetness, size, and
texture, even if the pieces are from the same tree. Use our recipes as a guideline, but your mouth
should be the ultimate judge of sweetness and balance. Always taste before you pour the pops
into the molds (that’s part of the fun, remember?) and adjust the mixture accordingly.molds and
freezingDuring our first three years in business we used plastic ice pop molds we bought from to
make thousands upon thousands of pops. The molds had ten cavities, each 2½ ounces.We
used these same molds to test the recipes in this book. Consequently, each recipe yields ten 2½-
ounce pops, or approximately 3⅛ cups (25 fl oz) of mixture before pouring. But you don’t need
fancy molds to make pops: they can also be made in small paper cups, shot glasses, stainless
steel molds, ice cube trays—the sky’s the limit. Just remember that wide pops are hard to wrap
your mouth around, and that unmolding pops is easier when the molds are somewhat tapered
(wider at the end where the stick comes out). And the bigger the pop, the longer it will take to
freeze.Although we have now graduated to using specialized stainless steel molds that sit in a



hypercooled alcohol bath and freeze pops in 18 minutes, you can use a regular freezer to turn
out absolutely delicious pops, like we did for our first three years in business. You can also
purchase a fast-freeze home pop maker like the one made by Zoku, which is available online
and at some kitchen supply stores. However, keep in mind that the faster the mixture freezes the
smaller the ice crystals will be, which leads to a creamier texture and a longer shelf life, so turn
your freezer to its coldest setting, place the pops in the back near the bottom, where the freezer
is coldest, and avoid opening the freezer door while the pops are freezing.Mixtures, especially
those with a high liquid content, expand upon freezing, so leave a small space, approximately ¼
inch, at the top of each mold to avoid overflow. If your molds come with lids, you can add the
sticks immediately, holding them in place with paperclips if they threaten to slip down. If they
don’t, freeze the mixture for 1 to 2 hours, until a stick placed in it will stay upright.Striped pops
are awfully pretty, though they take a little more work. (They’re also a great way to put to work
any bits of mixture you have left over.) To achieve this look, pour whatever flavor you want at the
tip of the pop into the bottom of the mold and freeze until solid, 2 to 3 hours, then add the next
layer, and so on. Remember that to be of any use the stick needs a couple of inches of real
estate in the pop, so plan your architecture accordingly.unmolding and storageTo unmold your
pops, fill a sink with lots of hot water. If your mold has a top, take it off now. Carefully dip the mold
into the water so that the whole pop is submerged but the water doesn’t get the pop wet by
flowing over the top of the mold. Hold it in the water for a few seconds and then tug carefully on
the stick. If the pop doesn’t come out easily, it needs to be submerged again. Make sure the
water goes all the way up to where the pop stops. If it doesn’t, you’ll be melting the bottom half of
the pop while tugging hopelessly at the frozen top half.Store the pops in small, airtight
resealable plastic bags in the freezer. Because our recipes do not include any preservatives,
stabilizers, or emulsifiers, some degree of freezer burn (dehydration due to moisture’s inexorable
migration to the surface) will start setting in after a few weeks. Good storage will slow this natural
process. Kept in sealed plastic bags, our pops will keep for months. Not wanting to add more
plastic to the world’s landfills, we have experimented with corn-based biodegradable packaging,
but unfortunately we have found that its porosity (a precondition for biodegradation) hastens the
freezer burn we are trying so hard to avoid. We are keeping our ears peeled for a better solution,
but in the meantime we are back to using plastic.serving suggestionsRemember that if you want
to serve pops at a party, you’ll have to keep them cold all the way from the freezer to the eater.
We rely heavily on dry ice: 5 pounds of it should keep the pops frozen for a couple of hours.We
love to serve pops in a stainless steel bucket with dry ice at the bottom and cubed ice on top.
You can lodge the pops attractively between the ice cubes, but be sure not to touch the dry ice
with your bare hands—it’s dangerous stuff! Another suggestion is to serve the pops alongside
some of the fruit or herbs from which they are made.We’ve made thousands of pops the exact
same way you would at home: shopping at the farmers’ market, using very simple ingredients,
preparing fruit in small batches, and using molds you can buy at many stores. But remember:
these recipes are just guidelines. The sweetness, size, and ripeness of the fruit you buy will



dictate your final result more than our recipe does. So trust your instincts. Fiddle with the
proportions until your mixture tastes good. And enjoy!RHUBARBrhubarb & jasminerhubarb &
elderflowerrhubarb & strawberrySTRAWBERRIESstraight-up strawberrystrawberries &
creamstrawberries & balsamic vinegarstrawberries & bittersCUCUMBERScucumber &
violetcucumber, elderflower & tequila
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KathyV, “Follow These Recipes. I have bought this book numerous times now, given it as a gift,
along with a popsicle mold set. The recipes are phenomenal. When I tried to wing it and make
up my own recipe - - - - not so much, but if you follow the recipes in the book, you will make
delicious, healthy, beautiful popsicle treats that you and your family will love.”

jw408, “Fantastic, creative recipes. I love this book and use it all the time. The strawberries &
cream pop is a favorite, and I am newly obsessed with the watermelon & cucumber popsicle.
The recipes are creative, with unexpected (and unexpectedly delicious) flavor combinations.
While a few of the recipes use ingredients that are a little unconventional, the recipes usually
don't use too many ingredients, and they're usually pretty easy and fairly quick to make. Just
about every recipe I've made from here has been fantastic.”

James M. Hedges, “Simply amazing!. I love this book! I love how it's not just recipes, but has
instructions from picking your ingredients to how to start your own business. Not that I want to
start one even though it could be a year round business for Texas. I just love that they are so
open and honest from start to finish. The first recipe I tried was the Balsamic and strawberry
pops. I was hesitant at first because the kids were looking forward to their first set. I didn't want to
disappoint them if they didn't like our first batch. I went for it anyway because I love cooking with
Balsamic. I did not need to worry. They are amazing! My son ran around the kitchen screaming,
"Oh my gosh! These are so freaking good!". Over and over again until he was upstairs yelling it
in his Dad's face. It was adorable, and we'll deserved. Simply amazing. I'm looking forward to
using lots of these at my dinner parties.”

Gidget, “Cool popsicles. Great little recipe book with ideas that are accessible but still
interesting. I like that it’s broken up into seasons. Living in northern Michigan, our seasonal fruits
are very similar to that of New York, so that was a refreshing change. I loved their tips and
thought the photos and general layout of the book were great.”

rockooligan, “Must Have Popsicle Book!!!. I love this book, it is a must have. Recipes are so
simple and easy to do. Love how they walk you through everything. I've been making popsicles
and taking them to work and they are a big hit! Highly recommend this book as your go to for
popsicles!”

Debster, “Awesome!. People's Pops: 55 Recipes for Ice Pops, Shave Ice, and Boozy Pops from
Brooklyn's Coolest Pop Shop



  
  
OMG We love these pop sicles. My 2 year old granddaughter can't get enough! She loves
the strawberry cream ones. My personal favorite is Raspberry Basil Pops. The Pumpkin Pie
with whipped cream taste exactly like the real thing! Everyone is always surprised that they taste
like pie! They're very easy to make...I have bought on amazon lots of styles of pop sicle molds
so that we can tell the booze pops from the kiddie ones.  Very well written and YUMMY!!!!!”

Little Chicken Hawk, “YUM!. This is a great book to use as a starting point in finding out what
flavor profiles you're into. So far, we've made the strawberry and cream (OMG good), plum,
yogurt, and tarragon, cantaloupe and tarragon, and roasted yellow peach. Looking forward to
trying out the other recipes to see how they turn out. Thanks Nathalie and David, and Joel for
creating this outstanding book!  :)”

jayne lambkin, “Five Stars. great pop ideas!”

skip, “Grown up ice lollies. Grown up ice lollies - and some for the kids as well.”

Glenda Fowlow, “Beautifully Designed Book. Love the pictures; love the tips, notes, and
explanations; love the layout of recipes based chronologically spring through fall. And the
Popsicles are good too! Apricot Salted Caramel is my current favourite.”

tinasmorris, “Great pops!. This book is excellent. The pops are delicious and the recipes all work
well. I use two types of moulds one from Ikea which are small and just right for kids and a bigger
one for adults.The book is divided into seasons and this is useful because the finished product
really is only as good as the ingredients so one needs to buy whatever is in season believe me it
will taste better.”

Brock.in.BC, “Interesting Popsicle Recipes. Interesting Popsicle Recipes”

The book by Nathalie Jordi has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 297 people have provided feedback.
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